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Photoemission  studies of oxide 
superconductors 
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Abstract. A procedure has  been developed for preparation of clean surfaces of 
oxide superconductors  for  study  by electron spectroscopy.  This involves  annealing 
ceramic or thin  film  samples  under an  oxygen atmosphere  in a preparation 
chamber  that is an integral  part of the  spectrometer UHV system. The technique  has 
allowed us to obtain  high  quality spectroscopic data  from YBa,Cu,O,-, , 
Bi2Sr2Can-,Cun04+2n (n = 2, 3) and La2-,Sr,Cu04. Our results  are  considered  in 
relation  to other contemporary  work.  Current  areas of controversy  will be 
highlighted,  including a discussion of Fermi edge  and satellite  structure  in valence 
region  spectra and  evidence  for mixed valency in Cu : 2p and 0 : 1s core  regions. 

1. introduction 

Following  the discovery of superconductivity at tem- 
peratures  above 30 K in the Ba-La-Cu-0 oxide system 
[l] and  the subsequent emergence of ‘high temperature’ 
superconductivity  in systems including  La, -,Sr,CuO, 
[2], YBa,Cu,O,-, (for a review of structural  work see 
[3]), Bi,Sr,Ca,-,Cu,O,+,, [4] and  T12Ba2Ca,-l 
Cu,04+,, [ S ] ,  there  have been at least 200 studies of 
oxide superconductors using electron  spectroscopic 
techniques such as  photoemission, Auger electron spec- 
troscopy and energy loss  spectroscopy.  Motivation to 
do this work  comes in part from  the ability of electron 
spectroscopy,  particularly  photoemission, to provide 
detailed  information  about electronic  states, band struc- 
ture  and  correlation effects in the new materials. 

By virtue of the  short inelastic  pathlength (5 A < 
i. < 30 A) of low energy  electrons  in solids, electron 
spectroscopic  techniques intrinsically probe only the 
outermost  atomic  layers of solid samples.  A  parallel 
theme in electron  spectroscopic  work  has  therefore been 
the  study of surface phenomena such as  reactions  of  the 
new materials with atmospheric gases and segregation 
of dopants  and impurities to surfaces and grain bound- 
aries. The effective probing  depth in electron  spectro- 
scopy nicely matches  the  short coherence  lengths of the 
new materials [6], so that electron  spectroscopic  studies 
are of immediate  interest  in  relation to the  behaviour  of 
surfaces and  grain  boundary interfaces  in  limiting  criti- 
cal currents. At the  same  time  the surface sensitivity 
raises problems when attempting  to derive information 
about bulk  electronic  states and careful attention must 
be paid to surface cleaning before meaningful spectro- 
scopic measurements  can be undertaken.  Most surface 
preparation procedures involve creating  a new surface 
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in UHV, using techniques  such  as cleavage, abrasion  or 
ion milling. In  the present  paper we describe an  alterna- 
tive method for preparation .of clean surfaces of oxide 
superconductors  that  allows  study of equilibrated 
external surfaces. We then  describe  application of 
this technique to  the study of core  and valence photo- 
emission of La, -,Sr,CuO,, YBa,Cu,O, -, and 
Bi,Sr,Ca,- 1 C ~ , 0 4 + 2 n  based  materials. Our own  results 
are considered in relation to  those  reported elsewhere in 
the  literature.  Areas of controversy will  be identified 
and  a brief survey will  be given of the positive contribu- 
tions  that photoemission  measurements  have  made to 
our  understanding of cuprate  superconductors. 

2. Sample pretreatment in electron spectroscopy 

Like many  other oxides, the new superconductors  are 
susceptible to reaction with atmospheric  CO,  and H 2 0  
to give surface carbonate  and hydroxide species. The 
behaviour of YBa,Cu,O,-,  has been studied in partic- 
ular  detail using a  range of techniques  including  x-ray 
diffraction [7], Raman  scattering,  infrared reflectance 
and x-ray  photoelectron  spectroscopy (XPS) [S]. It  tran- 
spires that the dominant surface reaction is 

2YBa,Cu,O, + 3C0,  

+ Y,BaCu05 + 3BaC0, + 5CuO + 30,. 
This is strongly  catalysed by water  vapour. 

Degradation  reactions of other  superconductors  are 
less well studied,  although in the  case of 
La,-xSrxCuO,,  La(OH), has been identified in Raman 
spectra after exposure of samples to moist  air [9], whilst 
XPS studies of Bi2(Sr, Ca),Cu,O,  point to  the presence 
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of SrCO,  and  CaCO,  as  major surface contaminants 
after air  exposure [lo]. The  build-up of contaminants 
on  the XPS depthscale is rapid  under  ambient  condi- 
tions,  a contaminant layer of about 12 A thick 
developing on the surface of YBa,Cu,O, ceramics after - 10 minutes  air  exposure 181. 

Thus sample surfaces must be cleaned in situ before 
UHV electron  spectroscopic  measurements  can begin. A 
particular  problem with oxide superconductors is that 
they are usually prepared  under highly oxidising condi- 
tions and may be susceptible to oxygen loss in UHV. 
Thus the  usual  cleaning  procedure of argon  ion  bom- 
bardment  and vacuum  annealing is generally recognised 
to be unsuitable for cuprate  superconductors, ultimately 
effecting a  reduction of all the  copper  ions  to  a Cu(1) 
state [l l]. The most  popular  alternative involves scrap- 
ing or  fracturing  ceramic  bars [12]. Whilst much high 
quality data have been obtained in this way there is a 
danger  that this  method will merely serve to expose 
contaminated  grain  boundaries  or  redistribute  contami- 
nation  on  the  sample surface [12, 131. An attractive 
alternative is to peel, fracture or  abrade single 
crystal  samples.  This approach  has been applied to 
both La,-,Sr,CuO, [14,  151 and 123-type materials 
[16-211 although  the  availability of sufficiently large 
and well oxygenated  samples is undoubtedly  a  problem 
for these compounds.  Studies of single crystal 
Bi,Sr,Ca, - 1Cu,04 + ,,, have been more widespread 
[22-361 and  are facilitated by the ease with which these 
materials cleave in vacuo. In  the case of YBa,Cu,O,-, 
and  EuBa,Cu,O,_,  it  has been claimed that the single 
crystals  must be cleaved at very low temperature 
(-20 K) to prevent oxygen loss [18-201. This is a  con- 
troversial  point C211 to which we  will return  later. 

Our own approach  to sample  cleaning involves 
reversing the effects of atmospheric  degradation by in 
situ annealing  under  conditions  chosen to mimic those 
used in the  synthesis of the samples. Experiments  are 
conducted  in  a  two-chamber  Escalab  spectrometer (VG 
Scientific). Samples  are  mounted on platinum  stubs 
using platinum  clasp wires and  transferred to the spec- 
trometer  preparation  chamber, which is  filled to 1 bar 
with pure oxygen. Samples  are  then subject to  an 
annealing and slow cooling cycle, heating being effected 
by coupling  radiofrequency  power  from  a  Radyne 
150 kHz, 1.5 kW  generator to the  sample  stub using a 
water-cooled  coaxial  feedthrough coil. The maximum 
temperature in the  annealing cycle  is somewhat below 
the firing temperature used in normal  ceramic solid 
state syntheses. Typically in  our own  work we have 
used the following temperatures : 

La, - ,Sr,CuO, 800 "C 
YBa,Cu,O,-, 600-700 "C 
Bi,(Sr, Ca),Cu,O, 600 "C. 

Following  periods of at least one  hour at  the 
maximum  temperature,  samples  are slow cooled  in an 
atmosphere of oxygen to  around  400°C  to allow full 
oxygenation of the surface. The  preparation  chamber is 
then  evacuated with the  sequential  aid of a  molecular 

sieve-trapped  rotary  pump,  a liquid nitrogen-trapped, 
polyphenyl ether-filled diffusion pump  and a  titanium 
sublimation pump  to a base pressure of < mbar. 
Samples are then  transferred to the  spectrometer  main 
chamber  (base  pressure 5 x lo-" mbar).  This is 
equipped with a 150 mm  mean  radius  spherical  sector 
analyser and  has facilities for excitation of photoemis- 
sion  spectra with either  a  noble  gas  discharge  lamp or 
soft x-rays from a Mg-A1 twin anode  gun. 

The efficacy of the cleaning  procedure may be 
gauged by monitoring  the  C : ls/O : 1s intensity ratio. 
In  the case of ceramic samples of YBa,Cu,O,-, the 
ratio  may be reduced to below 1/100 [lZ], correspond- 
ing to residual hydrocarbon or carbonate coverages of 
at most  monolayer. For Bi,Sr,Ca,- 1 C ~ , 0 4 + Z n  it is 
possible to reduce the  C : 1s signal below levels of 
detectability [lo, 37,  381. Contaminated surfaces display 
a  strong, high binding energy 0 : 1s component.  This is 
chemically shifted by about 2-3 eV to higher binding 
energy of the 0 : 1s peak at 528-529 eV associated with 
the  superconductor phase. The high binding energy 
peak  shows  enhanced intensity at shallow angle of 
offtake of photoelectrons (figure l), thus  demonstrating 
its surface origin. Even after complete removal of 
carbon we often see a sizable residual shoulder,  presum- 
ably  pointing to hydroxide or  extraneous surface oxide 
phases. However, after judicious in situ oxygen anneal- 
ing we have been able to reduce the high binding energy 
intensity to less than 1/10 of that of the  main peak in 
the case of both La,-,Sr,CuO, (figure 1) and 
Bi,Sr,Ca,- 1Cu,04+ ,,. It  has been more difficult in our 
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Flgure l. AI Ka XPS of La,,,,Sr,,,,CuO, in 0 : 1s region. (a) 
Normal  emission  spectrum of contaminated  sample. ( b )  15" 
emission  (relative to surface  plane)  spectrum of 
contaminated  sample.  Note  increase  in  intensity of high 
binding  energy 0 : 1s component. (c) Normal  emission 
spectrum of oxygen-annealed  sample.  Note low intensity of 
high  binding  energy 0 : 1s component. 
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experience to reduce  the  high  binding  energy  peak to a 
similarly low level for  YBa,Cu,O,-, . The possibility 
that some of the residual 0 : 1s shoulder  intensity is 
intrinsic to  superconducting  phases is discussed in 
section 3. 

The low levels of contamination after in situ oxygen 
annealing  match  those achieved by cleavage or scraping 
of single crystals.  However, our  method of surface  prep- 
aration offers the  advantage  that it can be applied to 
ceramic,  bulk single crystals and polycrystalline or epi- 
taxial single-crystal thin films. To date  our work on 
thin films has been restricted to polycrystalline (but 
highly textured) Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 films [38], although 
Sakisaka et a1 have used an  analogous oxygen anneal- 
ing  procedure  to  produce  clean  ordered (001) surfaces of 
YBa2Cu30,-, epitaxial  thin films [39,40]. The oxygen- 
annealed surfaces are of immediate  interest  in  relation 
to technological  application of oxide  superconductors, 
because they represent ‘intrinsic’ free surfaces of samples 
after furnace  preparation  and it is usually to these  sur- 
faces that  contact  must be made for electrical measure- 
ments. It  should be  recognised that there  can be 
significant differences between cleavage surfaces and 
annealed  external surfaces. Firstly  the  chemical  com- 
position of oxygen-annealed surfaces can differ from  the 
bulk composition  due  to segregation,  leading  ultimately 
to formation of new ‘surface phases’. In  the case of 
Bi,(Sr, Ca),Cu,O, ceramics  the surface composition 
derived by dividing XPS peak  areas by elemental sensi- 
tivity factors is tolerably close to the  bulk value [lo]. 
By contrast,  segregation effects are  particularly  striking 
for La,-,Sr,CuO,. Here  the  Sr/La  ratio of oxygen- 
annealed surfaces may be gauged by comparing  inten- 
sities of La : 4d and  Sr : 3d core level peaks (figure 2) 
which lie in  the  same  energy  region  and  have  similar 
ionisation  cross  sections.  The  Sr/La  ratio is consistently 
greater than expected  from  the  bulk doping level (figure 
3). Similar  behaviour  has recently been found  at  grain 
boundaries  in  this  material by scanning Auger spectro- 
scopy [41]. Analogous Sr enrichment is found  in  the 
related  perovskite systems La, -,Sr,VO, C421 and 
La, -,Sr,CoO, C431 (figure 3) and is apparently  driven 
by the fact that  the ionic  radius of the Sr2+  dopant ( I  = 
1.28 A) is larger than  that of the  host La3+ ( I  = 1.20 A). 
The  dopant  ion  produces less elastic  strain  when 
accommodated  in surface, as  opposed  to  bulk, sites. A 
second  potential  source of difference between the  behav- 
iour of oxygen-annealed and cleavage surfaces arises 
from different reactivity towards gases in the residual 
vacuum,  particularly  water  vapour. It is well established 
that in the  case of the  perovskite SrTiO,,  the sticking 
coefficient for water on annealed surfaces is exceedingly 
low [44,  451. By contrast  on cleavage surfaces contain- 
ing high step  densities C451 or  on surfaces in which 
defects are  introduced by ion  bombardment [44], the 
sticking coefficient is close to unity and surface H 2 0  
and OH- species rapidly  accumulate  upon  exposure to 
the  residual  vacuum. The high reactivity of surfaces pre- 
pared by cleavage, fracture  or  abrasion may  account for 
the  observation of Takahashi  and co-workers of rapid 

x.0 15 
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Figure 2. Normal  emission AI Ka XPS of La,-,Sr,CuO, in 
La : 4d  (102.5 eV) + Sr : 3d (132.5 eV) region as  a  function 
of Sr composition  parameter x .  Samples have been  subject 
to in situ oxygen  annealing. The La : 4d and Sr : 3d shells 
have  similar  photoionisation  cross sections. 

Figure 3. La : 4d to Sr : 3d XPS intensity ratio  corrected for 
ionisation  cross sections  plotted  against nominal Sr/La 
composition  ratio  for La,-,Sr,CuO, (circles, present work) 
La, -,Sr,VO, (triangles [42]) and La, -,Sr,CoO, (squares 
[43]). All data relate  to in situ annealed  samples. The full 
line  shows  the  ratio expected in  the absence of surface Sr 
segregation. 

buildup of an 0 : 1s high binding energy shoulder on 
abraded La, -,Sr,CuO, single crystal  surfaces C231 on 
holding  samples  in UHV. By contrast we have  not 
found  any  marked  deterioration of oxygen-annealed 
La,-,Sr,CuO, surfaces over  a  period of several hours 
c91. 

3. Core  level studies 

The  major interest in core level photoemission lies in 
the  ability of the  technique to identify valence states of 
atoms in  oxide  superconductors by virtue of the chemi- 
cal shift resulting  from  changing  oxidation  state. We 
confine  the  present  discussion to  Cu  and 0 core levels, 
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which have been most widely studied using laboratory 
Mg Ka (hv = 1253.6 eV) and A1 Ka (hv = 1486.6 eV) 
x-ray sources.  The  cuprate  superconductors are 
dominantly Cu(I1) compounds  but extra  holes are 
introduced  into the valence bands by oxygen 
doping (YBa,Cu,O,-, with x c 0.5; possibly also 
Bi,Sr, -&an - 1 C ~ n 0 4 +  2 n + x ) ;  by countercation defi- 
ciency (possibly Bi,Sr,_,Ca,- 1 C ~ n 0 4 + 2 n + x )  or by sub- 
stituting  a  countercation with a  countercation of lower 
charge (La,-,Sr,CuO,). The  extra holes are formally 
accommodated by oxidation of Cu(I1) ions to the 
Cu(II1) state,  although  a  major  question is whether  the 
holes might not be of dominant 0 : 2p  character.  In 
La,-,Sr,CuO, (x < OS), the  formal  Cu(III)/Cu(II)  ratio 
is x/(1 - x), whilst in the 123 system (1 - 2x) Cu(I1) ions 
per cell are oxidised to Cu(II1) for x values less than 0.5. 
For x values in the  range 0.5 < x < 1, (x - 0.5) Cu ions 
per cell are reduced to the Cu(1) state. Of course  the 
metallic room  temperature  behaviour of the  cuprate 
materials implies the holes are  itinerant in the initial 
state. However, we expect the final state core-valence 
Coulombic  interaction  resulting from ionisation of 
copper  core levels to be sufficiently strong  to localise 
the  Cu(I), Cu(I1) and Cu(II1) valence states. Thus Cu 
core level XPS should  provide  a  direct  means of inter- 
rogating holes in the valence band. 

Interpretation of Cu core level data is complicated 
by strong  Cu : 3d-0 : 2p covalency resulting from  near 
degeneracy of the respective atomic levels. Thus the 
Cu(I1) initial  state is a  mixture of Cu3d9Lo  and 
Cu3d"L' configurations, where L  denotes holeson the 
ligand oxygen ions (i.e. L' is a single ligand hole con- 
figuration and  Lo is a i o  ligand hole configuration). 
Likewise Cu(1II) must be expressed as a  mixture of 
Cu3dsLo,  Cu3d9L'  and Cu3d'OL'. Cu(1)  is simply 
C U ~ ~ ' ~ L O .  Most copper core levei work  concentrates 
on  the : 2p level because of its high cross  section for 
photoionisation by A1 Ka and  Mg Ka radiation.  In 
C u  : 2p  core level XPS 

2p6  configuration so 
follows : 

C W )  
Cu(I1) 

Cu(II1) 

- 

we introduce  a hole into  the Cu 
that possible final states  are as 

Depending on their energy separation  there  can be 
mixing between the  various 'pure' final state configu- 
rations.  However,  the mixing is  less pronounced  than in 
the  initial state because the Coulomb  interaction pulls 
the Cu : 3d states well below the 0 : 2p  states.  The rela- 
tive intensities of the possible final state  peaks  thus 
reflect both  initial  state mixing and the  magnitude  of 
the core-valence Coulomb interaction. 

Bearing these ideas in mind we turn  to Cu2p,,, XPS 
data from YBa,Cu,O,-, ceramics [46]: a  nominal x 
value of 0 results from in situ oxygen annealing and  an 
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x value of 1 from annealing at 600°C for 16 hours in 
UHV. The  spectral profile both before and after anneal- 
ing is dominated by a  peak between 930 eV and 935 eV 
and a  broader,  more  structured  and weaker peak 
between 940 and 947  eV (figure 4). The former arises 
from 'well screened' Cu3d'OL" (n = 0, 1 or 2) configu- 
rations  and the  latter from 3oorly screened' Cu3d9Ln 
(n = 1 or 2) states.  In going from metallic (m) 
YBa,Cu,O, to non-metallic  (n) YBa,Cu,O, we see a 
transfer in spectral weight from the high binding energy 
side of the well screened peak to the low binding energy 
side, together with an overall narrowing of the well 
screened peak. Note also  the  reduction in intensity of 
the Cu3d9 satellite peak. Difference spectra  (d)  strongly 
suggest the expected shift from Cu2p5Cu3d"L2 final 
states at 935 eV to Cu2p5Cu3d"L0 final states at 
932  eV as we go from YBa,Cu,O, to  YBa,Cu,06 
respectively. Similar data have been obtained by at least 
five other  groups [47-511. Thus there is now strong evi- 
dence that  copper  core level XPS is able to provide  a 
measure of the valence band hole concentration.  Note 
however that holes manifest themselves in terms of 
Cu2p5Cu3d'OL2 final states  and  there have been no 
indications ofCu2p5Cu3dsLo final states that might 
naively be expected on the basis of 3d8Cu3+ ions.  (In 
fact it  would be diffcult to locate  Cu : 2p3,, structure 
due  to the  Cu3d8  configuration because of overlap with 
the Cu : 2p,,, peak.) 

We turn now to  other  cuprate systems. Although 
there  has been a claim of observation of a 

l I V ' I  I l 
930 935 940 945 950 

Binding energy (eV) 

Figure 4. Normal emission Cu : 2p3,,  AI KG( XPS of nominal 
metallic YBa,Cu,O,(m) and non-metallic YBa,Cu,O, (n). 
The difference spectrum (d) obtained by subtracting (n) 
from (m) emphasises changes between the two. See text for 
details of sample preparation procedures. Adapted from 
~461.  
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Cu2p5Cu3d"L2  shoulder  in XPS of La,~,,Sr0~,,CuO4 
[52], the  data  are  not clearcut  in  demonstrating  a  build 
up of intensity as  the hole  concentration  increases  and 
further  work is needed for this system [Sl]. For the 
Bi,Sr,Ca,- 1Cu,04+2n system the  ability to control  the 
hole  concentration is less well developed and there is as 
yet no  data showing well defined changes  in Cu : 2p 
spectra  as  a  function of changes  in  hole  concentration. 

Moving on  to 0 : 1s core  structure, we consider first 
possible final state  configurations. At the  outset,  it  must 
be recognised that  the 0 : 1s-0 : 2p  core valence 
Coulomb  interaction may be insufficient to localise the 
final states  owing  to  the relatively large 0 : 2p  band- 
width [27].  An additional  complication is that  there  are 
in general  inequivalent 0 sites with not all of the 0 
atoms  bonded  to  copper. However, the chemical shifts 
between different sites within  the  superconducting 
phases will be rather small and  at  most will produce 
broadening of the  main 0 : 1s peak.  Adopting  a local- 
ised description, we have  the following final state  con- 
figurations for 0 atoms  bonded  to  copper: 

C W )   O l s ' C ~ 3 d ' ~ L ~  
Cu(I1) Ols'Cu3d9LT 

Cu(II1) Ols'Cu3d8LT 
O l s ' C ~ 3 d ' ~ L '  

Ols'Cu3d9L' 
O l ~ ' C u 3 d ' ~ L ~  - 

Satellite  structures  in XPS of CuO appearing 1.5  eV 
to higher  binding energy of the  main  peak  has been 
interpreted in terms of poorly screened (i.e. with incom- 
plete 0 : 2p valence levels) O l s ' C ~ 3 d ' ~ L '  final states 
[53] although  an  alternative  explanation is given in 
terms of contaminants [54]. Analogous  structure  in XPS 
of RE,Cu04 (RE = rare  earth), YBa,Cu,O, C531 and 
Bi,Sr,CaCu,O, [25], appearing between the  main 
0 : 1s core  peak and  the  contaminant peak,  has been 
discussed in terms of the two intrinsic 0 : 1s hole  states 
for Cu(I1). There  must be strong mixing between the 
two final state configurations and the  distinction 
between well screened (dominant  Ols'Cu3d9Lo)  and 
poorly screened (dominant O l s ' C ~ 3 d ' ~ L ' )  fin; states 
depends critically on initial  state atomic eigenvalues 
and core-valence Coulomb  interactions. 

Holes  in oxygen valence band  states  should allow 
observation of further final states,  the  configuration 
Ols'Cu3d9L' arising  from  a  one-electron  process in 
which a CO; electron is removed  from 0-. There  are 
many pitfalls in interpretation of experimental 0 : 1s 
lineshapes  arising  from  problems  associated  with 
surface contamination.  It is beyond  the  scope of this 
paper to reference innumerable  papers  dealing with 
0 : 1s lineshapes  for heavily contaminated  samples, i.e. 
those  where  the  high  binding  energy 0 : 1s peak  has an 
intensity  comparable with or greater than  that of the 
529  eV peak.  Nonetheless it should be recognised that 
weak high binding energy structure  may be intrinsic to 
cuprate phases and  should increase in intensity  with 
increasing  concentrations of holes in the valence 

bands. In  our own  work we believe that  the greater 
0 : 1s satellite  intensity  in XPS of Pb-stabilised 
Bi,Sr,Ca,Cu,O,, as  compared  with Bi,Sr,CaCu,O, in 
part reflects a  greater hole concentration  in  the  former 
material [37]. 

Goodenough  and  co-workers have  introduced  the 
further  idea  that in  materials where direct 0-0 inter- 
actions  are possible within the Cu(1) planes of the 
YBa,Cu,O, structure, 0 : 2p holes may  be  trapped  out 
by formation of O:-. An 0 : 1s component  appearing 
between the  main  peak  and  the  contaminant peak in 
XPS of compounds such as  tetragonal  semiconducting 
YBa,Cu,O,,, , tetragonal  metallic  YLao,,Bal,, 
C U ~ O ~ , ~ ~ ,  and  tetragonal semiconducting 
La,,,Ba1,,Cu,0,,,, is assigned to these peroxide 
species [ S S ] .  

4. Valence region structure 

Valence region photoemission  provides  a  direct  means 
of investigating  the filled electronic  states in oxide 
superconductors.  Both  tunable  synchroton  radiation 
and  radiation from  conventional  noble gas discharge 
lamps  or soft x-ray  guns  can be used to excite valence 
band  spectra.  Changes  in  intensity of spectral  features 
with changing  photon energy reflect changes in atomic 
ionisation  cross  sections  and  are of value in helping to 
identify the  atomic  nature of states  responsible for 
valence band  emission.  Resonant  enhancement of 
valence orbital  cross  sections at core  excitation  thresh- 
olds  provides  a  particularly powerful approach here, 
although of course  it usually demands use of synchro- 
ton  radiation.  Particular interest focuses on  the  nature 
of satellite  structure in valence region photoemission 
(which is ultimately  related  to  electron  correlation), and 
on electronic  states close to the  Fermi  energy.  These 
topics are considered  in  sections 4.2 and 4.3 after a brief 
discussion of the  gross  features of the valence region 
photoemission  structure in section 4.1. 

4.1. Gross features of valence band structure 

He(1) (hv = 21.2 eV) UPS of oxygen-annealed poly- 
crystalline Lal,,,Sro,,,Cu04, YBa,Cu,O,, Bi,(Sr, 
Ca),CuO,  and Pb-stabilised  Bi,Ca,Sr2Cu301,  are 
shown in figure 5. The spectral  range  in these data is 
limited by a strong  background of secondary emission 
features  beyond 10 eV apparent binding  energy.  Spectra 
excited with He(I1) radiation (hv = 40.8 eV) extend to 
higher  binding  energy and allow the  observation of 
satellite  structure below the  main valence band  peak 
(figure 6) and of shallow  core levels. The overall  band 
profiles are for  the  most part in agreement with data 
from cleaved, scraped or fractured surfaces. This  shows 
that  the valence band density of states  supported by the 
oxygen-annealed surfaces does  not in general  differ 
markedly  from  the  density of states  probed on surfaces 
prepared by other  means. The density of states at the 
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Figure 5. He(l) (hv = 21.2 eV) photoemission spectra of 
oxygen-annealed ceramic  cuprates: (a) YBa,Cu,O,; (b)  
La, ,85Sro,,  ,Cu04; (c)  Bi,Sr, &a, ,,Cu,08 ; (d)  Pb-stabilised 
Bi,Sr,Ca,Cu,O,o. All spectra were recorded at room 
temperature in normal emission. 

Fermi  energy  (manifest  in  terms of a  characteristic 
sharp cut-off  in He(1) photoemission  spectra)  increases 
with  increasing T,  in  the series La,,,,Sr,,,,CuO, < 
Bi,(Sr,Ca),Cu,O, < Pb-stabilised  Bi,Sr,Ca,Cu,O,. 
However,  the  density of states at E ,  is anomalously low 

1 
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Figure 6. He(1l) (hv = 40.8 eV) photoemission spectra of 
oxygen-annealed ceramic  cuprates: (a) YBa,Cu,O, ; (b)  
YBa,Cu,O,; (c) La,  ,85Sro,1~cUo4; (dl Bi,Sr,  ,5Ca1 &u,O~ 
All spectra were recorded at room temperature in normal 
emission. Structure apparently above the Fermi energy is 
excited with satellite He(ll) p radiation (hv = 48.4 eV). 

Photoemission of oxide superconductors 

for YBa,Cu,O,.  Whilst  this  latter  observation is in 
agreement with most  other  published  data,  considerable 
controversy  now surrounds photoemission data for this 
compound.  In  particular  Arko et a1 C203 have recently 
reported  photoemission  spectra  from  two single crystals 
cleaved at 20 K. For  both cleaves there is a  large 
density of states at the  Fermi  energy. Whilst the  overall 
bandshape  for  one cleave is similar to  that in figure 6, 
the  shape for the  other cleave is radically different, with 
the  maximum  photoemission  intensity  not at 4.8  eV but 
at  about 2.0 eV. 

The first comment in relation to  the photoemission 
profiles is that they are very different from  those for d" 
perovskites  containing  transition  elements  from  earlier 
in  the  transition series. For compounds such as  LaVO, 
[42], Na,WO, C561 and SrRuO, [57] it is possible to 
distinguish well separated 0 : 2p and M : nd  bands,  the 
latter lying at lower binding  energy. Thus the data from 
cuprate  superconductors immediately imply that 
Cu : 3d and 0 : 2p states  are of comparable energy and 
that there  must be extensive mixing between them.  This 
extensive Cu : 3d/0  : 2p hybridisation is a  feature in 
most  band-structure  calculations (for an excellent 
review see [SS]). However, to align observed  photoe- 
mission profiles with calculated  density-of-states profiles 
it is usually necessary to  introduce a rigid downward 
shift of the  complete  band  structure by an energy of 
order 1-2 eV. The shift is usually attributed to the 
effects of correlation,  although it is surprising  that  both 
0 : 2p  and  Cu : 3d structure  must be shifted by the 
same energy [20,  581. Arko et al have argued that the 
large shifts are  an artefact of poor sample  preparation, 
at least in the  case of YBa,Cu,O, [20]. 

Where well defined peaks and shoulders are found 
within  the  overall  band profile it is possible to  make 
inferences about the dominant  atomic  parentage of 
states  from  changes  in relative intensity with varying 
photon energy. Thus in the  case of YBa,Cu,O,,  the 
He(1) profile has  a strong  central peak at 4.8  eV with 
shoulders at 2.6  eV and 7.0 eV. Upon increasing  the 
photon energy (figure 7), the  central  peak  decreases in 
intensity relative to the  two  shoulders.  Similar  behav- 
iour is found in synchrotron  radiation  studies [39,  40, 
591. The 0 : 2p/Cu : 3d cross  section  ratio decreases 
with increasing photon energy, thus  suggesting  that  the 
central  peak  relates  to  states of dominant 0 : 2p atomic 
character.  Under A1 K a  x-ray photon excitation  the 
0 : 2p/Cu : 3d cross section ratio is only 0.08, so that 
valence region XPS essentially probes only the Cu : 3d 
partial  density of states. The  top spectrum of figure 7 
thus implies that  Cu : 3d character is spread  across  the 
complete  width of the valence band.  Note, however, 
that  the measurements of Ark0  and co-workers [20] 
call into  question whether these conclusions  apply to 
YBa,Cu,O, or a  phase of lower oxygen content. 

4.2. Satellite structure 

The  photoemission  structure  appearing  at  binding  ener- 
gies below 8 eV for transition  metal  oxides  toward  the 
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Figure 7. Photoemission spectra of YBa,Cu,O, at different 
photon energies. 

right-hand side of the  Periodic  Table  relates to final 
states  where  the  photohole is screened by transfer  of 
electron  density  from surrounding  atoms.  In  ionisation 
of localised d  electrons,  the  nominal  d  electron count in 
the  excitonic final state is thus  the  same  as  that in the 
initial  state  due to charge  transfer  from surrounding 
ligand atoms.  However,  for these highly correlated 
systems, satellite  structure  corresponding to unscreened 
final states is expected at higher  binding  energy,  the 
energy shift arising  from strong onsite Coulomb inter- 
actions.  Thus in  the  case of NiO (Ni", configuration 
3d8),  ionisation of Ni : 3d electrons gives an unscreened 
Ni : 3d7  satellite at  around 10 eV binding  energy,  the 
screened 3d peak (Ni : 3d8L1) being centred at 2 eV. 
The 8 eV shift reflects the  large 3d-3d Coulomb repul- 
sion [60,  611. In  the case of CuO  (Cu2', configuration 
3d9), the  Cu : 3d8 satellites appear 10.5 eV and 12.9 eV 
below E,, the  latter  peak being dominant.  The  CuO 
satellites  show strong  resonant  enhancement  at  photon 
energies around  the  Cu : 3p  core  excitation  threshold at 
hv = 75  eV. Interestingly, at this energy the  main 
screened Cu : 3d structure  shows  antiresonance  inten- 
sity variations [62]. Comparable satellite  structure and 
resonance  behaviour is therefore to be expected  in  pho- 
toemission of cuprate  superconductors provided that 
correlation effects in these materials  are  comparable  to 
those in CuO. 

Satellite  structure is most easily seen in photoemis- 
sion data  from  the  La2-xSr,Cu0, system because  there 
is no overlap with shallow  core level peaks.  In 
Lal,8Sro,2Cu0, a  resonantly  enhanced  satellite  appears 
at 12.3 eV  [63]. For  YBa2Cu307 problems  arise in 

observing Cu satellites at resonant  photon energies 
using synchrotron  radiation because of interference 
from Ba : 4d structure excited with  second-order  radi- 
ation.  There is also  some interference from the 
Ba : 5p312 level. However,  with due  attention  to  inter- 
ference from  the Ba peaks,  a well defined copper  satel- 
lite showing  resonance  enhancement at hv = 14 eV 
is found at 12.3-12.9  eV  [17,  20,  40,  63-68] in syn- 
chrotron radiation-excited data  taken from both 
single-crystal and polycrystalline  samples. For 
Bi2Sr2CaCu208 there is again  a  problem  with  overlap 
with structure  due  to  counter  cations [25]. This  arises 
from  the Bi : 6s orbitals which probably mix strongly 
with 0 : 2p  states [33]. A broad  band between 9 eV and 
14  eV contains  contributions  from  both  copper  satel- 
lites and the Bi : 6s levels. Resonant  enhancement is 
observed  in this region at  the  copper  3p threshold [23, 
34,69, 701, although Spicer and  co-workers have shown 
that  the  enhancement in spectral weight is centred 
around 12.3 eV [69, 701. Thus  structure  at lower 
binding energy within the  band  probably relates to 
Bi : 6s states.  Owing to the low cross section for ionis- 
ation of pure 6s electrons with vacuum uv radiation, 
most of the 6s intensity at low photon energies may 
come from mixing with 0 : 2p  states. In  summary then, 
the  occurrence of satellite  structure in photoemission 
from cuprate  superconductors  analogous  to the 12.9 eV 
satellite of CuO is relatively uncontroversial. 

The presence of additional satellite  structure  has 
proved to be perhaps  the  most  contentious issue in pho- 
toemission  studies of oxide superconductors.  The  obser- 
vation of two  satellite  peaks in CuO photoemission is 
due  to  multiplet  splitting within the  Cu : 3d8  configu- 
ration  and it should be recognised at  the  outset  that 
similar  multiplet  splitting may prevail in cuprate  super- 
conductors. Several other  mechanisms for extra  satel- 
lites may be envisaged [71]. For example it has been 
suggested by Ramaker C721 that  Cu : 3d-0 : 2p cova- 
lency should allow the possibility of 3d"LL final states 
in valence region photoemission. The L L o t a t i o n  here 
implies the existence of two holes within the 0 : 2p 
valence states, but  the two holes are located on different 
oxygen atoms within the CuO,  coordination poly- 
hedron; where two  holes  are on  the same site we use the 

can envisage the  formation of bonding  and  antibonding 
- LL states. The lower (bonding)  combination is predicted 
to lie at 9.5  eV binding  energy, well below the  main 
valence band  peak. An L2 satellite with two holes on 
the  same oxygen ion wasalso considered in this  work, 
but owing to the  larger value of the  on-site Coulomb 
interaction  as  compared  with  the  intrasite  Coulomb 
interaction,  the energy was predicted to be 15  eV below 
E,. Kurtz et al have  argued  that the 3 d " G  final state 
should  show  resonant  enhancement  at  the 0 : 2s thresh- 
old [73]. Introduction of holes into  the initial state of 
the system leads to  other possible final states which may 
be designated  as Cu3d7,  Cu3d9L2,  Cu3d9LL, Cu3d1°L3, 
Cu3d"L2L, C u 3 d " g  etc. Kurtz et a lhave  argued 
that  the presence of three  ligand holes in  the 

- L' notation. If the holes are  on ortho-oxygen atoms  one 
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Cu3d"LLL  configuration will 'quench' the  appearance 
of  3d'OLL satellite  structure. 

Earyexperimental work  appeared  to  confirm  the 
existence of extra  satellite  structure. Thus in  nearly  all 
experiments on polycrystalline  metallic YBa,Cu,O, a 
well defined peak was observed at 9.5 eV binding 
energy. Our own  results (figure 6) are typical  in  this 
respect. Experimental  work  from  two  groups [59, 651 
suggested that  the 9.5 eV satellite was resonantly 
enhanced at the Cu : 2p  core  threshold  as expected for a 
Cu : 3d7 or  Cu : 3d8 satellite.  However,  this  result  has 
not been confirmed elsewhere [l5, 17, 64, 661. Indeed at 
lower photon energies Kurtz  and  co-workers  found res- 
onant  enhancement  at  the 0 : 2s threshold [73] favour- 
ing  assignment  in  terms of  3d'OLL final states. 

Widespread  speculation Cll-13, 53,  59, 631 that 
surface contaminants  could  produce photoemission 
structure  in  the 9.5 eV satellite region receives support 
from adsorption experiments on polycrystalline 
YBa,Cu,O,-, C741 and La,-,Sr,CuO, [75]. Thus 
Johnson  and  co-workers C741 demonstrated  that  pho- 
toemission  intensity in the region of the 9.5 eV satellite 
increased upon allowing  a  surface on which water had 
been condensed  at 20 K to warm to  room  temperature. 
A  parallel  increase  in  intensity of the high binding 
energy 0 : Is component was found. Likewise for 
La,,,Sr,,,CuO,,  Madey and  co-workers  found a 
buildup of intensity just below the  main valence band 
upon  exposure of a scraped  ceramic to water vapour  at 
room  temperature, with an  apparent sticking coefficient 
close to unity [75]. This  latter  work  established  that  the 

level of hydroxyl groups coincides  almost exactly with 
9.5 eV 'satellite' structure for  the  unexposed  sample,  as 
might have been expected  from  earlier  chemisorption 
studies on  SrTiO, [44, 451. Note however that  the 
initial 'satellite' intensity  in the experiments of Madey 
and  co-workers is very much  stronger  than in our own 
work on oxygen-annealed  polycrystalline  samples 
(figure 7) suggesting that  the initial reference surface was 
somewhat  contaminated.  Nonetheless,  the  adsorption 
experiments do  not exclude  the possibility that some of 
the  intensity around 9.5 eV may be intrinsic to  super- 
conducting  phases. Similarly, the  observation [46, 47, 
76, see also figure 61 that  the 9.5 eV satellite largely 
vanishes, upon  vacuum-annealing  nominal YBa,Cu,O, 
to effect a transformation  to YBa,Cu,O, , does not dis- 
tinguish between the possibilities that the  changes result 
from the  desorption of a contaminant species (OH-), or 
that  the  transformation  quenches  satellite  structure 
intrinsic to  the highly oxygenated  phase. 

Unfortunately  work  on single crystal  samples  does 
not  completely resolve the controversies surrounding 
the 9.5 eV satellite.  Interpretation of data from 
Bi,Sr,CaCu,O, samples suffers from  the  problem of 
intrinsic Bi : 6s related  emission so that  our discussion 
will be  restricted to La, -,Sr,CuO, and YBa,Cu,O, -,. 
In  the first experiments [l71 on single crystal 
YBa,Cu,O,,  a  strong peak at 9.5 eV was  found for at 
least  ten different cleavage surfaces, including  some 
where  cleavage was carried out  at 77 K.  The satellite 

showed no  Cu : 3p resonance  behaviour and was  inter- 
preted  in  terms of Wendin's  two oxygen hole model 
[71]. By contrast for La,-,Sr,CuO, (x = 0 and 0.04) 
Takahashi et a1 [l41 found that scraped, single-crystal 
surfaces held at low temperatures (< 150 K) gave very 
low satellite  intensity but  on warming to  room tem- 
perature  a  peak at 10 eV in He(I1) photoemission 
(hv = 40.8 eV) grew rapidly.  Similar  behaviour is found 
in  the  experiments of Ark0 et a1 on cleaved 
EuBa,Cu,O,-, [18, 191 and YBa,Cu,O,-, [20]. For 
the  Y  compound,  the 9.5 eV satellite is absent  on  data 
taken  from  crystals with x values close to 0.1 and 0.75 
cleaved at 20 K,  but grows  rapidly as the  crystal is 
allowed to warm to  room  temperature.  Note  that in this 
work  a weak but resonantly  enhanced  copper  satellite is 
found at 10 eV, as  expected from the  experiments on 
CuO (see above).  The  time-dependent  behaviour  leads 
to the  interesting  suggestion that the 9.5 eV satellite is 
associated with adsorbed oxygen or interstitial oxygen. 
These oxygen species derive  in turn from the  decompo- 
sing bulk  crystal. Alternatively Kurtz  and  co-workers 
C731 have  argued  that  the 9.5 eV satellite is intrinsic to 
x values around 0.5 and is absent if there is significant 
oxidation or reduction to either  Cu(1II) or Cu(1). This 
latter  suggestion is difficult to reconcile with the 
absence of satellite  structure [l41 for La,CuO, (a Cu(I1) 
compound)  and with  the  growth of satellite  intensity 
resulting  from  degradation of YBa,Cu,O,,,, . On the 
other  hand,  the  explanation in terms of oxygen loss and 
readsorption  provides no obvious  rationale of the 
observation [20] of more  rapid  growth of satellite  struc- 
ture  in  crystals  with  large x value (low oxygen content), 
as  compared with crystals of low x value (high oxygen 
content).  Contrasting with the  experimental  work on 
cleavage surfaces, Sakisaka et a1 [39, 401 find no time- 
dependent  growth of 9.5 eV satellite  structure in pho- 
toemission  from  oxygen-annealed, single crystal  thin 
films of YBa,Cu,O, [39, 401. However, a peak is 
observed at 8.5 eV for  photon energies close to 40 eV. 
This is attributed  to  the  bottom  bands of the  one- 
electron  band  structure, which reach  their lowest energy 
at  the M point of the Brillouin zone. 

Thus there is at present no clear consensus  regard- 
ing 9.5 eV satellite  structure in photoemission  from 
cuprate  superconductors,  although it is difficult to avoid 
the  conclusion that it  relates at least in part  to surface 
contamination,  probably by hydroxyl  groups. The 
higher  sticking coefficient of water  on oxide cleavage 
surfaces as  compared with oxygen-annealed surfaces 
should be more widely recognised and  further careful 
surface  experiments are needed using techniques which 
can  distinguish  unambiguously between adsorbed  car- 
bonate,  hydroxide and oxygen. Application of high 
resolution  electron energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS) to 
provide  a  vibrational  fingerprint of the surface would be 
particularly  valuable in this respect. Unfortunately 
intrinsic surface phonon  structure provides  a  strong 
background in HREELS from oxides [77], and existing 
HREELS data [78-801 are of too  poor a  quality  to reveal 
vibrational  features  due to adsorbates. 
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4.3. Fermi  energy  structure in photoemission 

The  transition of cuprate  materials  from a  normal 
metallic into a superconducting  state  depends  ultima- 
tely on  the  behaviour of electrons close to the  Fermi 
energy (E,) in  the  normal  state.  Thus  there  has been a 
great deal of interest  in  Fermi level structure  in  photo- 
emission, and changes  therein, on going into a  super- 
conducting  state. Any changes in photoemission  spectra 
will take place on  an energy scale of order k T ,  , which is 
of course  at least a  factor of two lower for 
Lal,85Sro,l,Cu04  than for YBa2Cu30, and 
Bi,Sr,CaCu,O, . Although well defined metallic  Fermi 
edges can be seen in photoemission  from La,-xSr,04 
[63, 81, see also figure 51 most  interest  has  centred on 
the  compounds with the higher transition  temperatures 
and we confine our discussion to them. 

Despite  two  reports of a  Fermi  edge cut-off in  pho- 
toemission  from  YBa,Cu,O, [82,  831 a  consensus  arose 
during 1987-1988 that  the density of states  at  the  Fermi 
energy in room  temperature photoemission  was below 
the levels of detectability.  This puzzling result is at 
variance  with  band-structure  calculations which uni- 
formly predict  a  density of states  at E ,  (g(&)) of order 
2-3 states/eV cell [SS]. Although  the  photoemission 
data  could be  taken to indicate that  the  normal  state of 
YBa,Cu,O,  does not behave like a  Fermi  liquid,  more 
plausible  explanations  can be couched in terms of 
surface effects. Thus oxygen loss from  the surface region 
can lead to a  lowering of oxygen stoichiometry below 
06,, and a  transformation  to  a  non-metallic  state. 
Alternatively there is the possibility of intrinsic hole 
localisation  due to  band  narrowing  at  the surface of 
metallic YBa,Cu,O, [84]. The  experimental  situation 
changed  dramatically with the  work on low- 
temperature cleaved EuBa,Cu,O, [18,  191 and 
YBa,Cu,O, C201 discussed earlier.  Here  a  density of 
states at E ,  of the  order of 20% of that of metallic 
copper was found  after 20 K cleavage. From intensity 
variation with varying photon energy the  states  at E ,  
were estimated to be of 80% 0 : 2p and 20% Cu : 3d 
character. As the  temperature of the cleaved surface was 
raised above 50 K the  density of states  at E ,  declined 
progressively and irreversibly, reaching  zero at  room 
temperature.  This  appears  to  support  the oxygen loss 
hypothesis  although  it is hard  to reconcile the valence 
photoemission data with  core level data  pointing clearly 
to the existence of valence band holes, which can only 
arise  from oxygen stoichiometry  in excess of 06,, 
(section 3). The experimental  observations of Ark0 et a1 
have not been confirmed by other  groups  and indeed 
very recently Brundle and co-workers have observed  a 
high density of states at E ,  in room-temperature 
cleaved YBa,Cu,O, [21]. In this work  the  Fermi  struc- 
ture  shows no change with time at  room  temperature. 
The experimental  situation is further  complicated by the 
observation by Sakisaka et a1 of a  small but  stable 
Fermi edge discontinuity at restricted k values in angle- 
resolved photoemission data from  epitaxial, oxygen- 
annealed  YBa,Cu,O, films  [39, 401. The overall 

valence band profiles in this work  more closely resemble 
the  previous ‘consensus’ bandshape  than in  the  experi- 
ments of Ark0 et al. Clearly more  work is needed to 
clarify the  relationship between the  density of states  at 
E ,  and surface oxygen content  and  to identify factors 
influencing UHV stability of YBa2Cu30,. 

The  situation with respect to Fermi level structure  in 
photoemission from Bi,Sr,CaCu,O, has  proved to be 
less controversial. Our own  finding [lo, 37,  38,  see also 
figure 51  of a  small but well defined density of states  at 
E ,  in spectra of oxygen-annealed Bi,(Sr, Ca),Cu,O, is 
in broad agreement with measurements on  both cleaved 
single crystal [22,  23,  25, 27-29,  31,  33-35] and  abraded 
polycrystalline  samples [22,  69,  70, 85-87].  Of course 
work on single crystals  allows  more  detailed  compari- 
son with band-structure  calculations  and  the  study of 
dispersion  in  bands close to E ,  [23, 341. The height of 
the  Fermi edge discontinuity in He(1) (hv = 21.2 eV) 
photoemission  from  polycrystalline  samples of 
Bi,Sr,CaCu,O, is about 2% of the  intensity of the 
valence band maximum [lo, 22,  37,  38,  851. Interpreting 
our own data C381 in terms of a very simple model that 
ignores  variation in ionisation  matrix  elements  and  den- 
sities of accessible final states  across  the  occupied 
valence band [56], the height of the  Fermi  edge  discon- 
tinuity implies that the cut-off in the  density of states is 
about 0.3 states/eV cell for the Bi,Sr,CaCu,O, phase 
(T, = 80 K) and 0.5 states/eV cell for the  Pb-stabilised 
Bi,Sr,Ca,Cu3010  phase ( T ,  = 110 K). This  appears  to 
confirm  the  correlation between T,  and g(&) expected 
from BCS theory.  However,  the value of g(E,) for the 
2212 phase is about a  factor of ten lower than in most 
band-structure  calculations [SS]. 

Turning  now  to  the  atomic  nature of the  states at 
E,, Takahashi er a1 claimed to observe  resonant 
enhancement at hv = 18  eV, which was believed to lie 
close to the 0 : 2s threshold, but  no  resonant  enhance- 
ment at the  Cu : 3p  threshold around hv = 74  eV thus 
confirming  the dominant 0 : 2p nature of the  states 
[23]. However, it has been argued that  the 18  eV 
enhancement  does  not  represent  true 0 : 2s threshold 
resonance  behaviour [20, 311 and  that the lack of res- 
onance  at hv = 74  eV does  not in itself establish that 
states  have  no  Cu : 3d character.  This  latter  assertion is 
based on the fact that the  main valence band-structure, 
which must  represent  the  primary  d  ionisation from the 
Cu : 3d9  configuration, itself shows only weak anti- 
resonance  behaviour [20]. Nonetheless  the  states 0.5 eV 
below the  Fermi energy in Bi,Sr,Ca,-lCu,04+2, 
(n  = 1  or 2) seem to have  appreciably less Cu : 3d char- 
acter than  corresponding  states in YBa,Cu30,  and 
Lal,,,Sro,l,CuO,,  both of which show weak Cu : 3d 
resonant  enhancement [70]. 

There  has been some  speculation that the  ability to 
see Fermi edge structure in photoemission from 
Bi,Sr,Ca,- 1 C ~ , 0 4 + 2 n  reflects metallicity of  the  Bi-0 
planes [29,  33, 37, 69, 861. This idea receives support 
from  the  observation of a distinctly asymmetric Bi : 4f 
lineshape in core level XPS [29, 33,  37, 69, 851. The 
asymmetry can be interpreted in terms  of  Doniach- 
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Figure 8. Schematic  bandshapes in  photoemission  spectra: 
(a) normal  metal at 300 K;  (b)  normal  metal at 0 K ;  (c) 
superconductor at 0 K assuming Bcs-like gap with 
A = 30 meV. Broadening effects due  to  limited 
experimental  resolution  are not included.  In (c) empty 
states  that could  be  seen  in  inverse  photoemission  are 
shown by  the broken  curve. 

Sunjic  theory [88], implying in turn a significant Bi : 6s 
or Bi : 6p  partial density of states at the  Fermi  energy. 
Interestingly, even larger Pb : 4f asymmetry in core level 
data from  Pb-stabilised  Bi,Sr,Ca,Cu,Olo  suggests 
both  incorporation of Pb  into the  metallic 2223 phase 
and  an even larger Pb  contribution  to  states  at E ,  [37]. 
These  ideas are  somewhat  controversial  and  the Bi line- 
shape at least can be  interpreted  alternatively in terms 
of chemically shifted Bi3+  and  Bi5+  components [29, 
331. The idea of metallic  Bi-0  planes  has recently been 
called into  question by Takahashi  and co-workers C891 
and by Shih et a1 C301 who used scanning  tunnelling 
microscopy to examine Bi,Sr,Ca,Cu,O,, cleavage sur- 
faces. Use of the  microscope in the  topographic  mode 
confirms that cleavage preferentially exposes Bi-0 
planes. In the  spectroscopic  mode an energy gap 
appears  around E ,  in the  normal  state,  suggesting  that 
the  Bi-0  planes in the  outermost  atomic layer are  non- 
metallic. 

Undoubtedly  the most  spectacular result to have 
emerged  from  photoemission  work on Bi,Sr,CaCu,O, 
has been the  observation of changes in structure close 
to the  Fermi  energy  upon  cooling  the  sample surface 
below the  superconducting  transition  temperature.  Pro- 
vided the  experimental  resolution  remains  comparable 
to kT,  one  expects  in  the  case of a  normal  metal merely 
to see a  sharpening of the  Fermi edge, in accordance 
with the  Fermi-Dirac  distribution  function [90]. 
However,  in  a Bcs-like superconducting  state  an energy 
gap in the  quasiparticle  density of states  opens  around 
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E ,  and in  photoemission  one  expects  spectral weight to 
be pulled below the  Fermi energy as shown  schemati- 
cally in figure 8. Spectral profiles conforming to this 
picture have now been observed by four  groups [28, 31, 
36, 911. The  data may be interpreted  consistently in 
terms of an energy gap A = 30 meV. This  corresponds 
to 2A(O)/k,T, z 8, which is a  factor of two  larger than 
the weak coupling  value of BCS theory.  Considerable 
uncertainties surround measurements of the energy gap 
by other  techniques  such  as  tunnelling C921 and infrared 
spectroscopy. In  particular Bonn et a1 [93] have assert- 
ed that, in the  case of YBa,Cu,O, at least, no informa- 
tion about  the  gap can be inferred from  infrared data 
because reflectance spectra  are  dominated by a  plasma 
edge at 60 meV. Against this  background  the  photo- 
emission results are of special importance  and extension 
of work on  Bi,Sr,CaCu,08  to  other systems is a  matter 
of some urgency. 
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